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prd‐850
This a highly productive professional product
that can be calibrated to 4 levels depending on
demand by chopping in a single operation in
cubic form without disturbing the characteristics
of the nuts, pistachios, peanuts, walnuts.
The dust ratios formed after cutting can be
classified according to the condition of the
product to be processed; 17% in nuts and 7-10% in
others. All parts of our machine contacted by the
product are made of stainless steel. The hourly
capacity is approximately 500 Kg.

prd‐850
CALIBRATION
SYSTEMIZED
CUBIC
CHOPPING
MACHINE

svn - 1050
This is the process done in order to bring
elasticity (softening) to hazelnut,
pistachio, peanut and almond before
slicing, in other words to minimize the
dust rate during slicing and improve the
slicing efficiency. Our machine gives
production with the capability of being
adjusted automatically according to the
product to be processed. Its capacity is
approximately 200 kg per hour.

svn ‐ 1050
HOT SHOCKING
MACHINE

BDB 1160
It is a highly efficient professional product
designed and manufactured to remove the
skin from the calibrated and shocked
almond and apricot kernels of all sizes.
Its capacity is approximately 80 kg per hour.

bdb 1160
ALMOND SKIN
PEELING
MACHINE

ram 1000
The professional product of ours which is
designed and produced for dehumidification
after processing of products such as
hazelnut, pistachio, peanut and almond
(membrane shell extracting and slitting
process). According to preference, they are
produced in two types; (RAM 1000) (RAM
500).
Our products are made of stainless material
in conforming to AISI 304 Quality Food
Standards. (RAM 1000)

ram 1000
DRY OVEN
MACHINE

stp 1100

This is a 4-function high efficiency and
qualified professional product that can perform
cutting by slicing (fillet), chopping/ dicing (rice
and flour) with simple apparatus change and
at the same time it can calibrate the dust rate
during slicing operation without disturbing the
unique properties of hazelnut, pistachio,
peanut, almond and walnut which is preferred
especially in bakery products sector, like
pastry and desserts.
Its hourly capacity is approximately 150 Kg in
slicing, 200 Kg in chopping (diced size ), 300
Kg in chopping (meal size).

stp 1100
SIEVE TYPE SLICING
AND CHOPPING
MACHINE

ftp 900

Especially in bakery products such as
pastry and dessert preferred, such as nuts,
pistachios, almonds walnut slitting cutting
by slicing (fillet), chopping (diced and flour).
By the Bucket-type model, the sieving
process must be done manually.
Its hourly capacity is approximately;
Sliced (net) 50 kg, Diced 80 kg, Powder
(meal) 50 kg.

ftp 900
BUCKET TYPE
SLICING,CHOPPIN
G AND
POWDERING
MACHINE

psm 1000

Our products are made of stainless
material in conforming to AISI 304 Quality
Food Standards.
Its hourly capacity is approximately 150 Kg

psm 1000
SUGAR MILL MACHINE

ram 500

The professional product of ours which is
designed and produced for
dehumidification after processing of
products such as hazelnut, pistachio,
peanut and almond (membrane shell
extracting and slitting process).
According to preference, they are
produced in two types; (RAM 1000)
(RAM 500).
Our products are made of stainless
material in conforming to AISI 304
Quality Food Standards. (RAM 1000)

ram 500
DRY OVEN
MACHINE
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